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Surah Tin 
 
The best provision for our hearts is the Word of Allah, kalaamAllah, the Quran. There are three                 
levels to dealing with the Quran, recite/read, understand and apply. For the Quran to truly affect                
you, you have to realize whose Word it is. Allah SWT sent this down to the heart on Nabi SAW                    
who had such a pure heart to nurture, to purify, to reform us all. Before we start, we should start                    
with istaghfar so that we can purify our hearts and truly benefit from this beautiful Book. 
 
There are 8 ayaat in this surah and each one is a message. This Surah starts with a Qasam, or                    
a promise and Allah swears by four things in this surah - tin, zaitoon, tur Sineen, balad al                  
Ameen - the first two are food, and the other two are places. The common factor is that they’re                   
all creations of Allah SWT. If Allah SWT mentions food, it is very beneficial and if places, then                  
they are of virtue. 
 
Ayah 1 
 
Allah SWT has sworn on the tin and the zaytoon, both of which are fruits. Allah SWT will swear                   
with whatever He has created. And we are actually not allowed to swear by anything else but                 
Allah SWT. Does Allah SWT even need to swear? He doesn’t but He does to make us realize                  
the importance of these creations. He swears for our benefit. 
 
The wa in the Quran has a few different meanings, in this ayah it is the waw of Qasam, of the                     
swear. The tin is the fig, which is sweet and nutritious but has no seeds/pit that you cannot eat -                    
easy to consume. It also doesn’t grow everywhere and all the time. Zaytoon is the olive -                 
another extremely beneficial fruit. Its tree is also a blessed tree (Surah Noor). The best of the                 
olives/trees/oil are from Palestine, a blessed land, the land of the anbiyaa (the Prophets). It is                
also mentioned in the hadeeth and sunnah.  
 
The combination of the two is also very, very good. This has been proved over and over again                  
by studies, expensive studies that prove what the Quran has always said. 
 

 



 
 
 
 
Ayah 2 
 
A tur is a mountain. Tur Sineen is a blessed mountain because this is where Musa AS spoke to                   
Allah SWT. Allah SWT spoke to Musa AS twice, the first time he didn’t know and the second                  
time was when they were saved from Fir’awn. The first time was Jabal Tou, and the second was                  
Tur Sineen. None of these are blessed by themselves, but because of the action that happened                
on them. Just like that any action, or moment, that Allah SWT opens your heart to the Guidance                  
is a truly special one. Your life is only worth anything if you’re close to Allah SWT. Allah SWT                   
will never forsake you, you just have to build your connection with Him. The story of Musa AS is                   
such a testament to this.  
 

 
 

Ayah 3 
 
This ayah has the last of the swear in it, and Allah SWT is swearing by this safe place. Dhalika                    
is ism ishara, pointing to something close by. Balad and Ameen are both defined by the al                 
maarifa, as in they’re both known. Balad is a city/town but what is special about this town? It is                   
the description of it, al Ameen. Al Ameen is safe. It is said that this is Makkah Mukarramah. It is                    

 



Bait al Haraam, meaning a sacred place with no crime. When people go there, they have to                 
respect this.  
 
When you look at Makkah, the blessing of this place, when you go back to the history of the                   
place, it was a desert. And now it is one of the most crowded places in the world. Ibrahim AS,                    
khaleelAllah, was commended to bring his son and wife here. He was very connected to Allah                
SWT and he was ever obedient and trusting of Allah SWT. 
 

 
When Allah SWt swears by anything there’s always a subject, this subject appears in ayah 4.                
This is the jawab al qasam, the subject of the oath. And this is the creation of the human - how                     
perfectly he was created and how he has corrupted himself. 
 
 
 

 


